Introduction
Over the last several years, substantial progress has been made in the study of the complexity of propositional proof systems. A particularly noteworthy development in this e ort has been the signi cant cross-fertilization between research on circuit complexity and research on propositional proof complexity. One area of application of circuit-complexity techniques in proof complexity has been in the study of constant-depth Frege systems, proof systems in the conventional axiom schema/inference rule format each of whose constituent propositional formulas has constant depth.
Ajtai 2] introduced circuit-complexity techniques to the study of constant-depth Frege systems and provided the rst bound showing that the propositional pigeonhole principle did not have e cient constant-depth proofs. His arguments were simpli ed in 9] and the complexity lower bound improved to exponential in 7, 15, 13] .
Given these results, a natural question to ask is: What is the power of the proof system if it is augmented by axiom schemas for some family of tautologies that does not have e cient proofs? Tautologies for several combinatorial principles have been studied. Ajtai 3] showed that if the pigeonhole principle is added as an axiom schema then the Count 2 tautologies still do not have e cient proofs, where the Count p tautologies express the fact that there is no perfect partition of a set M into blocks of size p, if jMj 6 0 ( mod p).
Again, this bound was improved to exponential in 8, 16] and can be extended to arbitrary values of p. These arguments used the usual circuit-complexity techniques augmented by specialized combinatorial techniques to handle the new axiom schemas.
A natural next question (asked originally in 14]) was to examine the relative strength of the Count p principles for di erent values of p. Ajtai 1] rst showed that, when p and q are distinct primes, proofs of Count q are not e cient even when given Count p as axiom schemas. To handle the Count p axioms Ajtai used a reworking of several ideas from the theory of representations of the symmetric group.
A di erent approach for handling the Count p axioms was taken by two other groups of researchers independently. This approach was a natural extension of the methods in 8, 16] . Riis 16] laid out a framework involving showing that certain`exceptional forests' of decision trees do not exist. This problem was left unsolved in 16] . Working along similar lines, Beame, Impagliazzo, Kraj cek, Pitassi, and Pudl ak 6] introduced the notion of a Nullstellensatz proof system and reduced the existence question for objects similar to Riis' exceptional forests to the degree required for certain proofs in this system. They also showed lower bounds on this degree using Ramsey theory, and thus extended Ajtai's results to a somewhat wider class of p, q combinations. Riis 17] applied similar Ramsey theory arguments directly to the forests themselves. One important contribution of 6] was to show that exponential lower bounds for Count q given Count p would follow from improved degree bounds for the Nullstellensatz proofs. These improved degree bounds were shown by Buss, Impagliazzo, Kraj cek, Pudl ak, Razborov, and Sgall 10] who introduced a nice inductive method for producing such bounds. The present paper uses similar techniques to give a further re nement of our understanding of the strength of these combinatorial principles. Thus far, we have referred tò the' pigeonhole principle. However, there are a number of variations of the pigeonhole principle depending on the sizes of the domain and range of the map and on whether or not the map is required to be`onto' (which is a weaker version). The lower bounds mentioned above have applied to either version equally and have assumed that the domain is one element larger than the range. We show that the onto version of the pigeonhole principle from n+p b log nc points to n points, onto-PHP n+p b log nc n , requires exponential size constant-depth proofs even given Count p as axiom schemas. The key feature of our argument is a new degree lower bound for Nullstellensatz proofs of onto-PHP n+p k n . (Our results strengthen the results in 18, 19] and are based on a substantially di erent presentation.)
Since onto-PHP n+p b log nc n does follow e ciently from axiom schemas for the general PHP n+1 n , and additional axiom schemas for Count p do yield e cient proofs of onto-PHP n+1 n , it follows that PHP n+1 n requires exponential proofs given axiom schemas for onto-PHP n+1 n . There has been a substantial improvement in the precision and presentation of the methods for proving lower bounds on constant-depth Frege systems with additional axiom schemas and the papers above do not give entirely self-contained explanations of the best of current techniques. In this paper we attempt to give as complete a presentation as possible.
We now outline the structure of the argument, giving references for the key techniques.
We use the notion of a k-evaluation due to Kraj cek, Pudl ak, and 
Restrictions and Matching Decision Trees
The main argument in this paper is a lower bound for the lengths of bounded-depth Frege proofs of onto-PHP, given Count formulas as axiom schemas. Therefore the propositional variables with which will primarily be concerned are those that appear in the onto-PHP formula. We introduce some notation for discussing formulas involving these variables. and T hi;ji is the tree whose root is the node connected to the root of T by the edge labelled hi; ji.
De ne Br(T ) to be the set of branches (root-leaf paths) in T and Br a (T ) to be the set of those branches in T with leaf label a 2 L. The set of edge labels along any branch of T forms a partial matching. We identify a branch with its matching so we view Br(T ) and Br a (T ) as sets of partial matchings. We say that T a if and only if Br(T ) = Br a (T ).
Lemma 1: Let be a matching and T be a matching decision tree over D R such that j j + height(T ) min(jDj; jRj). Then (i) there is a 2 Br(T ) compatible with .
(ii) the tree T obtained by contracting all edges of T whose label is in and deleting all edges of T (and their associated subtrees) whose labels are not compatible with is a matching decision tree over D R .
Proof We prove part (ii) rst by induction on the height of T: The base case when T is a single labelled vertex is trivial.
If the label of the root of T is touches in edge hi; ji then T = T hi;ji 0 where = 0 hi; ji. We apply the inductive hypothesis to T hi;ji and 0 over (D nfig) (Rnfjg) to obtain the desired result.
If the label i 2 D of the root of T is not touched by then the tree T consists of the root of T with an outedge labelled by hi; ji for each j 2 R and this reaches subtree T hi;ji . Apply the inductive hypothesis to each such T hi;ji over (D n fig) (R n fjg) to obtain the desired result.
The case when the root label of T is j 2 R and is not touched by is similar. Part (i) follows by observing that any branch in T that is contracted to a branch in T su ces. Let T be a k-evaluation of a set of formulas containing formula A. We say that A k-evaluates to true (false) under T if and only if T A 1 (respectively T A 0).
Let the size of an axiom/rule in a Frege system F be the maximum number of distinct subformulas in it.
Lemma 2: Let P be a proof in Frege system F whose rules have size at most s, augmented by Count p axiom schemas. Suppose that sk jRj jDj and let T be a k-evaluation of the set of subformulas of P. If every Count p axiom in P k-evaluates to true under T then all formulas in P k-evaluate to true under T.
Proof By induction on the number of Frege axioms and inferences in P.
Consider a Frege axiom/inference in P: it su ces to show that is compatible with some element in Br 1 (T :P ij ) or in Br 1 (T :P i 0 j ).
By de nition T :P ij has height 1 with root label i and all its leaves are labelled 1 except the one below the out-edge with label hi; ji.
Since k + 1 n, T :P ij is well-de ned and consists of contractions of all branches compatible with . If does not contain hi; ji then some branch of T :P ij other than hi; ji remains and this has leaf label 1.
If does contain hi; ji then it does not contain hi 0 ; ji and we apply the same argument to T :P i 0 j .
Case 2: A = : W j2R P ij Similar to the previous case. Here, we show that 2 Br(T A ) is compatible with some element of Br 1 (T P ij ) for some j 2 R.
If contains hi; ji for some j 2 R then every branch in T P ij compatible with will be in Br 1 (T P ij ).
If does not contain hi; ji for any j 2 R then let j 0 2 R be unmatched by (such a j 0 must exist). Since matches neither i nor j 0 and k + 1 jRj < jDj, is compatible with the hi; j 0 i branch of T P ij 0 which is what we need. Given an Frege proof P of limited size and depth we wish to nd a restriction such that after is applied we have a suitable k-evaluation for all the subformulas in P. This is too hard to do in a single step. Instead, we inductively build restrictions and k-evaluations is to make sure that T P ij = T 0 when P ij = 0.) 2
The construction of decision trees for the higher level formulas of the proof uses the probabilistic method. The following so-called`Switching Lemma' is the basis for that construction. We prove it as Lemma 7 below.
Lemma 5: Let F be an r-disjunction over D R with jRj = n and jDj = n + m. If s 0 and 10m ` (n=r) 1=2 =10 then, for chosen uniformly at random from MD R , the probability that there does not exist a decision tree T over (D R) of height less than s representing F is less than (1:5`2 p r=n) s .
Lemma 6: Let jRj = n, jDj = n + m. Let n 0 = n, n i+1 = (n i =9 log 2 S) 1=4 for i 0 and suppose that n d maxf10m; log 2 Sg. For any Frege proof P of size at most S and depth at most d in the pigeonhole variables on D R there exists a restriction 2 M n d D R such that there is a log 2 S-evaluation T of the set of subformulas of P over (D R) .
Proof Let k = log 2 S. We construct a sequence of restrictions 0 ; : : : ; d = and maps T 0 ; : : : ; T d = T such that for each i = 0; : : : ; d, jR i j = n i and T i is a k-evaluation of the set of formulas in P i i , where P i is the set of subformulas of depth at most i in P.
We only specify trees for unnegated formulas at each depth since negations do not add to depth and if we have a tree T F then we easily have a tree T :F = T c F of the same height.
Base Case: i = 0. Let 0 be the empty restriction. The only nodes of depth 0 are inputs and their negations. For each literal P ij , let T 0 P ij be a tree of height 1 that queries i and has its only leaf label 1 on the node reached by edge labelled hi; ji. Let . By
Lemma 5, the probability that does not admit a choice for T i+1
A is < 1:5n 2 i+1 p (log 2 S)=n i ) log 2 S = 2 ? log 2 S = 1=S:
Since jP i+1 n P i j S the probability that some choice of works for all formulas in P i+1 n P i is strictly less than 1. We choose this , x i+1 = i and set T i+1
A according to that for all A 2 P i+1 n P i . The conditions for T i+1 are clearly satis ed. 2
We assume that there is a total order on the elements of D R with all elements of D preceding those of R. Let and the query at each node v is the smallest element of K that is not an endpoint of the matching associated with the path from the root to v. Given a disjunction F over D, assume that F has a total order on its terms and an order on the variables within each term. A restriction is applied to F in order, so that F is the disjunction whose terms consist of those terms of F that are not falsi ed by , each shortened by removing any variables that are satis ed by , and taken in the order of occurrence of the original terms on which they are based. This lemma is a switching lemma in the spirit of 12] because it will allow us to obtain a disjunction that approximates the negation of F by representing F by a matching decision tree T and then taking Disj(T c ). Proof We only need to consider s > 0. Let S 2 MD R be the set of restrictions such that jT (D R) (F )j s. As in 4] we obtain a bound on jSj=jMD R j by de ning a 1-1 map from S to a small set. Let stars(r; s) to be the set of all sequences = ( 1 ; : : : ; k ) such that for each j, j 2 f ; ?g r n f?g r and such that the total number of *'s in all the j is s. We will de ne Note that in either case j 1 j 2j 1 j.
We de ne 1 to be a vector of length r based on the xed ordering of the variables in term f 1 . The j-th component of 1 is if and only if the j-th variable in C 1 is in v( 1 ). Note that since C 1 is not the empty term then there is at least one in 1 . From C 1 and 1 we can reconstruct 1 . Now, by the de nition of T (D R) (F ), n 1 labels a path in the canonical tree T (D R) 1 (F 1 ). If 1 6 = , we repeat the above argument, with n 1 in place of , 1 in place of and nd a term C 2 which is the rst term of F not set to 0 by 1 . Based on this we generate 2 , 2 , 2 , as before. We repeat this process until the round k in which 1 2 ::: k = .
For Inverting the map It remains to show that the map we have just de ned is indeed 1-1. To do this we show how to recover from its image. The reconstruction is iterative.
In the general stage of the reconstruction we will have recovered 1 ; :::; i?1 , 1 ; :::; i?1 , and will have constructed 1 ::: i?1 i ::: k . Recall that for i < k, C i 1 ::: i?1 i = 1 and C j 1 ::: i?1 i = 0 for all j < i . This clearly also holds when we append i+1 ::: k to the restriction. When i = k, something similar occurs except the only guarantee is that C nu i 1 ::: k?1 k 6 = 0. Thus we can recover i as the index of the rst term of F that is not set to 0 by 1 ::: i?1 i ::: k . Now, based on C i and i we can determine i . Since we know 1 ; :::; i we can examine the entries in the vector associated with each of the vertices in v( i ). At this point, although i+1 ; :::; k are still undetermined, i can still be determined since i does not touch any of the vertices these restrictions touch.
We can now change 1 ::: i?1 i ::: k to 1 ::: i?1 i i+1 ::: k using the knowledge of i and i . Finally, given all the values of the i we can reconstruct .
The numbers Now we compute the value jSj=jMD R j. We can describe an element of MD R by choosing`elements of R and then, for each of the n ?`remaining vertices in turn, choosing an element of D with which it is to be matched. Thus jMD R j = ? ǹ (n + m) (n?`) = n (`) (n+m) (n?`) ! and jM`? j D R j jMD R j = n (`) (n + m) (n?`) (`? j)! (n ? j) (`?j) (n + m) (n?`+j)`! = (`+ m) (j)`(j) (n ?`) ( 
There is an easy bound of jstars(r; s)j 2 s?1 r s but we can also prove: Claim: jstars(r; s)j < (r= ln 2) s .
For convenience in the proof we shall include the empty string in stars(r; 0) which would otherwise be empty. We shall show by induction on s that jstars(r; s)j s for (1 + 1= ) r = 2; the statement of the lemma follows by using 1 + x < e x for x 6 = 0. (1:7r`2=n) j :
This is a geometric series with ratio < :02. Therefore it is at most By Lemma 7, for a chosen uniformly at random from M N (D R) , the probability that G v fails to have a canonical matching decision tree of height at most h is less than 1=jMj. Therefore the probability that a fails to do this for all v 2 M is less than one. Choose some that achieves this for all v 2 M and let T v be the tree associated with G v .
By Lemma 8, if is a branch of T v then is compatible with some 2 B v , i.e. some 2 Br 1 (T e ) for some e with v 2 e, and thus the leaf label of must be 1. Therefore, since T v is a canonical decision tree for G v , must be contained in . Since the elements of B v are mutually incompatible, the choice of must be unique. Therefore, each leaf of T v is associated with a unique e 2 M (p) with v 2 e. Relabel Proof Proof by induction on the number of internal vertices of T.
Base Case: If T has no internal vertices then it has one branch of height 0, P T (x) = 1 and all coe cient polynomials are 0 which gives degree -1.
Induction
Step: Suppose that T has at least one internal vertex and has height h. Then it has one such vertex v all of whose children are leaves. Let T 0 be the matching decision tree obtained by removing all the children of v. Let be the matching given along the path from the root to v. X has degree at most h ? 1, the last term is a degree h ? 2 combination of the Q ij;k , and applying the induction hypothesis to P T 0 yields the desired result.
The case when the query is j 2 R is analogous. 2 Proof of Lemma 10 Consider To prove ( ), by the linearity of D it clearly su ces to prove it when P is simply a monomial X of degree < d. Furthermore, if X is not a partial matching then D(X) = 0 so, by the linearity of D, we can assume that X is a partial matching.
Since Q i;jk and Q ij;k are monomials and both Q i;jk and Q ij;k are not partial matchings where L is a combination of the onto-P HP D R polynomials of degree at most p`? 1 Proof Suppose that`satis es the conditions of the statement and that P is a depth d
Frege proof with Count p axioms of onto-PHP n+pǹ of size S < n 2`=(4 d+1 p) . Let k = log 2 S, and N = n 1=(2 4 d+1 ) = p k. Since` log 2 n, By Lemmas 2 and 3, there must be some instance F of a Count M p axiom schema in P and 2 Br 0 (T F ). We now let h = 4 d+1 log n S. Observe that by assumption about S, h < 2`=p and that (1:5N 2 q k=(n d ? k)) h < (3N 2 p k(9k) 1=6 =n 1=(2 4 d ) ) h < (n 1=4 d+1 ?1=(2 4 d ) ) h = n h=4 d+1 1=S 1=jMj and apply Lemma 9 to obtain a (p; M)-generic system of height ph < 2`over D 00 R 00 where jD 00 j = jR 00 j + p`= N + p`. Applying Lemma 10, we obtain a Nullstellensatz jMjrefutation of onto-P HP N+pǸ of degree less than 2`? 1 which contradicts Theorem 12.
2 Riis 16] , by considering all possible domain and range subsets of size p`, as in Lemma 16,  has shown that one can prove onto-P HP n+pǹ from Count p using a constant-depth proof of size n O(p`) so the above bound is relatively tight. Proof If q i contains a prime factor not dividing p then there is an easy proof of onto-PHP n+pǹ from Count q i by counting the number of edges touching the domain and range, respectively, and observing that these must be di erent modulo q i . The implementation of this as a proof of size (2n + p`) O(q i ) is quite straightforward. The ( ) in the lower bound depends on the sizes of p and the q i but does not depend on n or d. The overall argument is easily handled by cases. 2
Following standard connections between bounded-depth Frege systems and bounded arithmetic (see 14]) the results above also have implications for the relativized system of bounded arithmetic S 2 (R), de ned by Buss 11] , in which R is an uninterpreted function symbol. In general, lower bounds for S 2 (R) follow from 2 (log n) !(1) size lower bounds. If we let PHP +1 (R) (respectively onto-PHP +p` (R), Count p (R), etc.) denote the rstorder version of the pigeonhole principle (etc.) for the relation R then the following are immediate corollaries of the above results.
Corollary 21: (1) Let`(n) be an integer function of n such that`(n) = !(log log n) and`(n) = o(log n). There is no proof of PHP +p`( ) (R) in S 2 (R) + Count p (R).
Remarks
It is interesting to compare the degree lower bound for the Nullstellensatz refutations does not give as large a degree bound.) It would be interesting to improve the lower bound and close the gap between p`? 1 and 2`? 1 or to reduce the size of N required to achieve it.
